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Abstract. We prove a completeness theorem for an improved practical declarative debugger for 
arbitrary logic programs which checks the satisfiability rather than the validity of solved goals 
wrt their intended interpretations in the process of identifying errors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theoretical research, especially the soundness and completeness study of declara- 
tive debugging in logic programming, Ferrand, based on Shapiro’s work [l], investigated 
the soundness and completeness of declarative debugging in definite logic programming 
[2], whilst Lloyd studied the soundness and completeness for a bottom-up debugger (with- 
out control information) for arbitrary logic programs [3]. More recently, based on Lloyd’s 
work [3], Yan proved a completeness theorem for a top-down debugger (with more control 
information) in arbitrary logic programming [4]. Although the theoretical results achieved 
are promising, the debuggers themselves are not so practical, especially the missing answer 
debugging part of the debuggers. In order to make declarative debugging more practical, 
Naish analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of the above mentioned debuggers, in- 
cluding Shapiro’s [l] and some others (e.g., Dershowitz and Lee’s [5]) declarative debuggers, 
and presented a series of improved missing answer debuggers specifically for definite logic 
programs [6]. In this paper, based on Naish’s missing answer debugging in definite logic pro- 
gramming [6] and Yan’s completeness proof of the top-down debugger [4], we first introduce 
some useful concepts of declarative debugging, present an improved declarative debugger for 
arbitrary logic programs, and then prove the completeness of the improved debugger. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS 
In this section, we introduce the basic concepts of arbitrary logic programming and declar- 
ative debugging in arbitrary logic programming. 
DEFINITION 1. An arbitrary program statement is a first order formula of the form 
V(A + W) 
wbere A is an atom and W is an arbitrary (not necessarily clased) first order formula. Tbe 
formula W may be absent. UsuaJJy we write V(A c W) simply as AcW. 
A is called the head, W the body of the statement, respectively. 
DEFINITION 2. An arbitrary program P is a finite set of arbitrary program statements. 
DEFINITION 3. An arbitrary goal G is a first order formula of the form 
V(+W > 
where W is an arbitrary (not necessarily closed) first order formula. Usually we also simply 
write V(cW) as +W. 
It is clear that the arbitrary programs and goals are more general than definite (even nor- 
mal) programs and goals. In this paper, we consider arbitrary programs as our debugging 
target programs, and our debugger itself is in arbitrary program statements. For conve- 
nience, we just call arbitrary programs (statement) as programs (statement) and arbitrary 
goals as goals. 
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DEFINITION 4. Let P be a program. An intended interpretation for P is a normal Her- 
brand interpretation for camp(P) which is the collection of completed definitions for each 
predicate symbol p in P together with the equality axioms. 
Note that we have not given the detailed definition for camp(P) . Those who are 
interested in this definition are advised to consult [?I. 
DEFINITION 5. Let P be a program and I an intended interpretation for P. P is correct in 
I, if1 is a model+ for camp(P) ; otherwise, P is incorrect in I. 
DEFINITION 6. Let P be a program and I an intended interpretation for P. An instance 
A’ + W’ of a statement A +W in P is an incorrect statement instance for P in I if A is 
unsatisfiable in I and W is valid in I. 
DEFINITION 7. Let P be a program and I an interpretation for P. Let A be an atom with 
predicate p. A is an uncovered atom for P if A is satisfiablev in I and, for some statement 
A’ + W in the definition ofp such that A unifying with one of the instance A’ of A by a 
mgu 8, we have that We is unsatisfiable in I. 
DEFINITION 8. Let P be a program, I an intended interpretation for P. Then P is incorrect 
in I iff P contains an incorrect procedure or an incomplete procedure. If P contains an 
incorrect procedure, then there is an incorrect statement instance for P in I; if P contains 
an incomplete procedure, then there is an uncovered atom for P in I. 
EXAMPLE 1: A simple debugger: According to the above definitions, we present a simple 
debugger which can detect incorrect statement instance which causes wrong answers and 
uncovered atoms which causes missing answers in an incorrect program as follows [6]: 
incorrect (A’ + W) + unsatisfiable (A’), 
statement (A’ + W), valid (W) 
uncovered (A) + satisfiable (A), 
VW(3X statement (X, W)+ unsatisfiable (W)) 
This debugger is really very simple, as it can only blindly search for errors in definite logic 
programs (the statement here is just definite clause), In the next section, we will introduce a 
detailed and efficient declarative debugger for arbitrary logic programs, which is an improved 
version of several declarative debuggers. 
3. THE DEBUGGER 
In this section, mainly based on Lloyd’s top-down debugger in [3], Naish’s missing answer 
debugger N.4 in [6], and the simple debugger in the previous section, we present an improved 
practical declarative debugger which can detect incorrect statements instance and uncovered 
atoms in a more efficient way. We here give the definitions of the main predicate symbols 
wrong and missing of the debugger as follows: 
missing (Vx W,X) c missing (W, X) 
missing(3 x W,X) c valid (W,W,), missing ( W1,X) 
missing (V+W,X) + valid (V,Vl), missing (V,,X) 
missing (V-C= W,X)+ unsatisfiable (W,W,), wrong ( W1,X) 
missing ((V+ W), X)cvalid (W,W)l , missing (Wl,X) 
missing ((V* W), X) c unsatisfiable (V,V,), wrong( VI, X) 
missing (VVW,X)cvalid (V,V,), missing( VI ,X) 
missing (VVW,X) +-valid (W,W,), missing ( W1,X) 
missing( -W,X) 4- wrong (W, X) 
missing (V A W,X)csucceed (V,V,), missing (W, X) 
missing (VA W,X)c missing (V,X) 4 
*A model is an interpretation in which the formula expresses a true statement. 
‘In [4], we use the condition that A is valid in I. But here we change it to satisfiable, since when we know 
that a subgoal is satisfiable but fails, this is sufficient information to tell us it contains a bug. We do not 
need to know a particular valid instance of the subgoal, and asking the user for such an instance should be 
clearly avoided whenever it is possible [S]. 
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missing (VAW,X)t valid (V,V,), missing(V1, X) 
missing (VAW, X)c valid (W,Wl), missing ( WI,X) 
missing (X, 2)csatisfiable (X,X I), 
fail (X), statement (X,X1 *Y), missing (Y,Z) 
missing (X, X) *satisfiable (X), 
W(3Xlstatement (X,X+ Y)+ unsatisfiable (Y, Y)) 
wrong ( v x W,X) c unsatisfiable (W, WI ), wrong ( WI,X) 
wrong ( 3 x W,X)cwrong (W,X) 
wrong (V+W,X)+ succeed (V,V,), wrong (V,,X) 
wrong (V * W,X)t fail (W), missing (W,X) 
wrong (V j W, X)c succeed (W,Wl), wrong( W1,X) 
wrong (V*W), X)c fail (V), missing (V,X) 
wrong (V V W,X)csucceed (V,V,), wrong ( V1,X) 
wrong (V V W,X)c succeed (W,W,), wrong ( W1,X) 
wrong ( N W,X)c missing (W,X) 
wrong (VAW,X)c wrong (V,,X) 
wrong (VA W,X)+ wrong (W,,X) 
wrong (X,2)+ unsatisfiable (X, X), 
statement (X,X1+ Y), succeed (Y, Y), wrong (Y,Z) 
wrong (X,X,*Y) c unsatisfiable (X,X1), 
statement (X,Xl+Y), valid (Y,Y) 
Although the debugger presented is less efficient, especially the missing procedure, it has 
a nice logic form. Comparing with Naish’s debugger N.4 in [6], it has been extended into 
arbitrary logic program debugging, and has a more general logic form. Comparing with 
Lloyd’s top-down debugger [3], it finds an error (especially missing answer) by checking the 
satisfiability rather than the validity of the solved goals when possible and can substantially 
reduce a number of questions being asked for the programmer (oracle). The soundness proof 
of the debugger is almost the same as in [3] and [8], but we cannot directly use the previous 
method to prove the completeness theorem for this improved debugger. We should prove 
the completeness for this debugger in the next section. 
4. COMPLETENESS 
In this section, we prove the completeness result. We will first introduce some notations 









DEFINITION 9. A 
W: A (atom) occurs positively (or negatively) in formula W. 




Xf A-W, then A 
OJ’lN 
- tsw, or 3W, or WAV, or W V V, or We V. 
o,PIN O,PIN 
If A-W, then A-- w, or v+w. 
DEFINITION 10. Let W be a formula, A an atom, P a program 
W’IN OJ’IN 
A opW, if A- W. 
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C,PIN 03 
A - W, if either exists B- Wand a statement C CV in P such that B and 
n(n>O),P 
o,PIN 
C are unifiable by mgu 0 and A n_l V 8 or there exists B 
o,N 
- W and a statement 
C,NIP 
C+V in P such that B and C are unifiable by mgu 0 and A n_l VB. 
DEFINITION 11. Let W be a formula, A an atom, P a program. 
C,PIN o,PIN 
A - W, if A - W. 
P n(n>O),P 
LEMMA 1. Let P be a program, G a goal + W, and I an intended interpretation for P. 
1. JfPU{G} has a finitely failed SLDNF-tree and W is satisfiable in I, then either there 
exists an atom A: A 
o,p 
p’ W, such that an instance A’ of A is an uncovered atom for P in 
I, or there exists an atom A: A 
C,N 
p. W, such that an instance A’ of A is the head of an 
incorrect statement instance A’ + V’ of A + V for P in I. 
2. If B is a computed answer for PU{G} and WB is not valid in I, then either there exists 
o,p 
an atom A: A - W, such that an instance A’ of A is the head of an incorrect statement 
P 
C,N 
instance A’ +- V’ of A+V for P in I, or there exists an atom A: A - W, such that an 
P 
instance A’ of A is an uncovered atom for P in I. 
PROOF: See [3] or [7]. 
LEMMA 2. Let W be an arbitrary formula. 
I 
1. ff W is satisfiable but fails, missing(A) succeeds (or wrong(A) succeeds,) for some 
atom A, and A- ‘lp W (or A% W, respectively), then missing(W) succeeds. 
2. If W is unsatisfiable but succeeds, wrong(A) succeeds (or missing(A) succeeds) for 
some atom A, and A- c’p W (or AZ W, respectively), then wrong(W) succeeds. 
PROOF: (Sketch): The proof is by induction on the number of connectives in W. There are 
four cases for the connection: 
o,p 
1. A - W, W succeeds (succeeding positive S-P connection), 
o,N 
2. A - W, W succeeds (succeeding negative S-N connection), 
3. A ‘lp - W, W fails (failing positive F-P connection), 
C,N 
4. A - W, W fails (failing negative F-N connection). 
We sketch proof for the failing positive connection (i.e., the F-P connection case); the other 
three cases are similar. 
When n = 0. By Lemma 1, an uncovered atom A exists, and therefore, the last statement 
in the definition of missing succeeds. Suppose the result holds for n < k - 1. The first k 
connectives use some of the first 13 statements in the definition of x&sing and the first 
11 statements in the definition of wrong. By inspecting these statements and using the 
induction hypothesis, we can show the lemma holds for the case n = k. I 
THEOREM 1. (Completeness of the Improved Debugger): Let P be a program, G a goal * 
W, and I an intended interpretation for P. 
1. IfPU{ G} h as a finitely failed SLDNF-tree, and W is satisfiable in I, then there is a 
computed answer for + missing(W,X) in which X is bound to the representation of either 
an incorrect statement instance or an uncovered atom. 
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2. IfO’is a computed answer for PU{ G} and WB is not satisfiable in I, then there exists a 
computed answer for cwrong(W’,X) in which X is bound to the representation of either 
an incorrect statement instance or an uncovered atom. 
PROOF: By Lemma 1, there exists an atom A connected to W, which is either an uncovered 
atom or a head of an incorrect statement instance. 
C,PIN 
When n = 0,A - W. There are four cases for the connection: o p 
1. A “p r W, W succeeds (succeeding positive S-P connection), 
C,N 
2. A - W, W succeeds (succeeding negative S-N connection), 
3. A “p - W, W fails (failing positive F-P connection), 
C,N 
4. A - W, W fails (failing negative F-N connection). 
There are four cases: A can be positively or negatively (P/N) connected to W, and W can 
succeed or fail (S/F). We sketch proof for when A is positively connected to W, and W 
fails (i.e., the F-P connection case); the other three cases are similar. 
By Lemma 1, A is an uncovered atom, so missing(A) succeeds (the last statement 
in missing succeeds). W is satisfiable but fails, and A 
C,P 
- W, therefore, by Lemma 2, 
missing(W) succeeds. 
C,PIN 
Suppose the result holds for n = k - 1. When n = k, we have A - k 1 p V, where B + 
- 9 
V is a statement instance and B 
CJ’IN 
0~. W. There are four cases again for the connection: 
1. A “p - W, W succeeds (succeeding positive S-P connection), 
C,N 
2. A - W, W succeeds (succeeding negative S-N connection), 
3. A c’p - W, W fails (failing positive F-P connection), 
C,N 
4. A - W, W fails (failing negative F-N connection). 
We only show the case of A being positively connected to W, and W failing (i.e., the F-P 
connection); the other three cases are similar. Using the proof of Lemma 1 (see [3] or [7]), 
V and B are satisfiable but fail, therefore, by the induction hypothesis, missing(V) 
succeeds. B is satisfiable, so missing(B) succeeds, the second last statement in missing 
succeeds. Hence, by Lemma 2, missing(W) succeeds. I 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have proved a completeness theorem of an improved practical declarative 
debugger which checks the satisfiability rather than the validity of the solved goals wri their 
intended interpretations in the process of identifying bugs in arbitrary logic programming. 
Compared with the work in [2] and [5], the completeness result obtained in this paper 
are for debugging arbitrary logic programs, not just for definite or normal logic programs. 
While compared with the work in [3-6] this result is more practical and useful, since the 
debugger on which the completeness result is based is the improved version of many other 
debuggers. 
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